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  . He accidentally breaks a "I love you" into the video camera, which sends everyone into shock because it is a gesture he has
never made before. Prelude: My Way House and Cuddy find a video of Mac telling a young female employee that he loves her

and that he wants her to stay at the company. A tape of the conversation plays. Main At a protest outside the building of a
nuclear power plant, 12,000 police officers surround the protesters in order to push them back. As the protesters hear of Mac's

death, they start fighting with the police officers, breaking windows. At the hospital, Cuddy shows up at House's bedside. As the
nurses take him back to his room, she meets Thirteen. House is angry because he is fighting the world and not himself, and
Cuddy tells him that Thirteen wanted to see him and now he is dying. Thirteen asks her for some comfort and she tells him

about her past. House goes into the trauma room and he, along with the other doctors and nurses, go into shock when they see
that a police officer has died, as if it was him. The next day, House is forced to question the situation with the blood in his hand.
He thinks he got a cut when his hand accidentally hit the police officer and cuts himself, thinking that it was all his fault and that

he caused the death. The doctors tell him that his blood is normal, as is the police officer's blood. They believe it could be a
coincidence and the police officer was probably killed by some other thing. House thinks of the witnesses: Cuddy, Thirteen,

Foreman and Duber. House and Thirteen are talking in the hallway and Thirteen tells him that he still loves Cuddy. House thinks
of Foreman, who needs the attention, and Duber, who is doing anything for anyone. Thirteen gets a headache and Foreman asks
what the baby will do to them. Cuddy, Thirteen, House and Foreman go out for lunch and they meet up with Duber, who is at a
wedding with his son, Adam. House, Thirteen, Cuddy and Foreman go to a restaurant and Cuddy tells House about her life, then
she says that she is in love with him. House, Foreman and Cuddy get into a car together and go to a motel to have sex, as Cuddy

does not want to have sex at home. Thirteen goes 82157476af
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